SUMMER SEMESTER 2023

Normally, in each module 1-5 there are 10 ECTS in sum for the winter and summer semester. You may, however, reduce the workload in one or more modules to 9 or at least 8 ECTS in return for earning more ECTS in the remaining modules. Winter and Summer School together count for 10 ECTS.

This document contains a list of suggested courses. You can also search for further courses in the Online Course Directory: https://ufind.univie.ac.at/en/index.html

There is in particular a wide range of courses in German language. However, please be aware that in case you find interesting courses which are not on this list, you have to check with me and the course lecturers if your participation as an EMGS student is possible. Please read our instruction carefully: https://global-studies.univie.ac.at/course-registration/

Online registration for all courses

(before semester start, online for every course at the Website of the respective Study Program (SPL), watch deadlines); if you missed registration, reach out to the professors teaching your course.

- VO (lecture course): no limit of participants. You also have to register for the exam.
- SE, KU, GR, PS, EXK (courses for a limited number of actively participating students): please be aware that courses from other departments often limit participation for students from other disciplines.

Teaching Language: English (unless other languages are noticed)

For courses in German and other languages: see course directory, in particular the directory of the Master “Global History and Global Studies”: https://ufind.univie.ac.at/en/vvz_sub.html?path=284669

FIRST STUDY YEAR

Module 1: Introduction to Global History (10 ECTS per year)

070068 UE Guided Reading Social- and Economic History - Islam in South-Eastern Europe, 5 ECTS, Grigor Boykov

070075 UE Foreign Languages in Historical Science - Fases y facetas de la Revolución Cubana, 5 ECTS, Berthold Unfried and Claudia Martinez Hernández (in Spanish)

070114 UE Guided Reading Global History - History of Public Health, 5 ECTS, Julia Schulte-Werning

070256 UE Foreign Languages in Historical Science, 5 ECTS, Martina Kaller

070292 UE Reading Course Global History - Commodities and Global History in the Modern Era, 5 ECTS, Anna Calori and Rosamund Johnston

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory
Module 2: Theories of Global History (10 ECTS per year)

- Obligatory either in the winter or in the summer semester: Theory and Methods of Global History:
  - 070315 VO Theory and Methods of Global History, 5 ECTS, Alexander Engel
  - 090089 VO Trauma, Oblivion, Memory: Theory and Case Studies, 5 ECTS, Vasiliki Dimoula
  - 230124 SE Reading Seminar: What is Power? Approaches in Social Theory, 2 ECTS, Emma Dowling
  - 230125 SE Reading Seminar: Global Social Theory, 2 ECTS, Dagmar Vorlicek

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

Module 3: Methods of Global History I (10 ECTS per year)

- Obligatory either in the winter or in the summer semester: Working Skills in Global History:
  - 070216 UE Working Skills in Global History, 4 ECTS, N.N.

- Obligatory either in the winter or in the summer semester: UE Theory and Methods of Global History und Global Studies:
  Either:
  - 070044 UE Course on Methodology - Theory and Methods of Global History and Global Studies. Rethinking Global History in 2023, 5 ECTS, Valeska Huber
  - Or:
  - 070298 UE Course on Methodology - Theories and Methods of Global History und Global Studies, 5 ECTS, Alexander Engel
  - 070212 UE Methodological course - Introduction to DH Tools and Methods (Skills I), 5 ECTS, Tara Andrews
  - 070245 UE Methodological Workshop - Political and Decolonial Epistemologies, 5 ECTS, Anna Maria Echterhölter
  - 070285 UE Methodological course - TEI-XML - Text Encoding and Analysis, 5 ECTS, Elisabetta Magnanti

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

Module 4: Global History by Regions (10 ECTS per year): choose freely from any region

- Region: Asia
  - 142042 VO A Global History of Drugs in Modern South Asia, 5 ECTS, Rolf Bauer
142159 VO Cultural evolution: three case studies from South Asia. Scripts, tales and classical dance styles, 5 ECTS, Wendy Phillips-Rodriguez

150067 PS Cultures of Chinese Postsocialism (M2 LK), 6 ECTS, Rossella Ferrari

150135 VU History of East Asia, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank

240053 SE VM1 / VM5 - (Disputed) places of national memories and commemorative cultures in East Asia. Their Significance for global geopolitics, 7 ECTS, Alfred Gerstl and Wolfgang Gruber

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory
- Region: Europe

090092 UE Lyric Poetry and its metamorphoses in twentieth century Greece, 5 ECTS, Vasiliki Dimoula

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

**Module 5: Thematic Aspects of Global History I (10 ECTS per year): choose freely from any thematic aspect**

- Culture and Society

080020 VO Heritage and Hybridity, 5 ECTS, Noémie Etienne

090089 VO Trauma, Oblivion, Memory: Theory and Case Studies, 5 ECTS, Vasiliki Dimoula

210136 VO M10: SpezialVO Culture and Politics, 4 ECTS, Andreas Pribersky

230142 VO Introduction to urban sociology, 4 ECTS, Yuri Albert Kyrill Kazepov

230143 VO Political Sociology, 4 ECTS, Anna Pospech Durnova

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- History

040013 KU Financial History (MA), 8 ECTS, Kirsten Wandschneider

070143 SE Research Seminar Applied Global History and Global Studies. Mapping the World. Knowledge about the Other in Pre-Modernity, 10 ECTS, Juliane Schiel

070155 SE Seminar Public History - Historical Landscapes in Diachronic Perspective, 8 ECTS, Barbara Pavlek Löbl

070258 SE Research Seminar Global History and Global Studies - Settler Colonialism and Indigenous Peoples, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and René Kuppe

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- Law, policy, International Relations and Development

030052 KU International Humanitarian Law, 4 ECTS, Ralph Janik

030072 KU Law Crossing Borders, 3 ECTS, Lena Foljanty
030359 KU International Law and Development. Human Rights, Institutions, International Economic Law, 4 ECTS, Koloman Roiger-Simek

330002 SE Nutrition in Developing Countries. Nutrition, Development & Gender, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay

330033 VO Global Nutrition, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay

- Migration

240116 SE VM5 / VM1 - Refugees and Forced Displacement in a Global Historical Perspective, 7 ECTS, N.N.

290063 SE Migration and Population Dynamics in the Context of Global Change and Development I, 5 ECTS, Patrick Sakdapolrak

290064 UE Key Methods in Analysing Migration and Population Dynamics. In the Context of Global Change and Development I, 5 ECTS, Marion Borderon an Harald Sterly

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory
SECOND STUDY YEAR

Module 7: Theories of Global History II (10 ECTS per year)
090089 VO Trauma, Oblivion, Memory: Theory and Case Studies, 5 ECTS, Vasiliki Dimoula
230124 SE Reading Seminar: What is Power? Approaches in Social Theory, 2 ECTS, Emma Dowling
230125 SE Reading Seminar: Global Social Theory, 2 ECTS, Dagmar Vorlicek

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

Module 8: Methods of Global History II (10 ECTS per year)

- Obligatory: Graduate College:

070012 SE Master's Thesis Seminar Global History and Global Studies (Graduate College II). EMGS Master Seminar, 5 ECTS, Juliane Schiel

IMPORTANT: Those students who spent their third semester abroad and not in Vienna have to register for the following course:

070259 UE Proposal Workshop Global History and Global Studies (Graduate College I), 5 ECTS, Martina Kaller

Module 9: Global History by Regions II (10 ECTS per year) – specialize in one region

- In module 9 or 10 choose a research seminar (10 ECTS) in the winter or in the summer semester!

070143 SE Research Seminar Applied Global History and Global Studies. Mapping the World. Knowledge about the Other in Pre-Modernity, 10 ECTS, Juliane Schiel

070258 SE Research Seminar Global History and Global Studies - Settler Colonialism and Indigenous Peoples, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and René Kuppe

- Region: Asia

142042 VO A Global History of Drugs in Modern South Asia, 5 ECTS, Rolf Bauer
142159 VO Cultural evolution: three case studies from South Asia. Scripts, tales and classical dance styles, 5 ECTS, Wendy Phillips-Rodriguez
150067 PS Cultures of Chinese Postsocialism (M2 LK), 6 ECTS, Rossella Ferrari
150135 VU History of East Asia, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank
240053 SE VM1 / VM5 - (Disputed) places of national memories and commemorative cultures in East Asia. Their Significance for global geopolitics, 7 ECTS, Alfred Gerstl and Wolfgang Gruber

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory
• Region: Europe

090092 UE Lyric Poetry and its metamorphoses in twentieth century Greece, 5 ECTS, Vasiliki Dimoula

• For more courses, see Online Course Directory

**Module 10: Thematic Aspects of Global History II (10 ECTS per year) – specialize in one aspect**

• In module 9 or 10 choose a research seminar (10 ECTS) in the winter or in the summer semester!

070143 SE Research Seminar Applied Global History and Global Studies. Mapping the World. Knowledge about the Other in Pre-Modernity, 10 ECTS, Juliane Schiel

070258 SE Research Seminar Global History and Global Studies - Settler Colonialism and Indigenous Peoples, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and René Kuppe

• Culture and Society

080020 VO Heritage and Hybridity, 5 ECTS, Noémie Etienne

090089 VO Trauma, Oblivion, Memory: Theory and Case Studies, 5 ECTS, Vasiliki Dimoula

210136 VO M10: SpezialVO Culture and Politics, 4 ECTS, Andreas Pribersky

230142 VO Introduction to urban sociology, 4 ECTS, Yuri Albert Kyrill Kazepov

230143 VO Political Sociology, 4 ECTS, Anna Pospech Durnova

• For more courses, see Online Course Directory

• History

040013 KU Financial History (MA), 8 ECTS, Kirsten Wandschneider

070155 SE Seminar Public History - Historical Landscapes in Diachronic Perspective, 8 ECTS, Barbara Pavlek Löbl

• For more courses, see Online Course Directory

• Law, policy, IR and development

030052 KU International Humanitarian Law, 4 ECTS, Ralph Janik

030072 KU Law Crossing Borders, 3 ECTS, Lena Foljanty

030359 KU International Law and Development. Human Rights, Institutions, International Economic Law, 4 ECTS, Koloman Roiger-Simek

330002 SE Nutrition in Developing Countries. Nutrition, Development & Gender, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay

330033 VO Global Nutrition, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay
- Migration

240116 SE VM5 / VM1 - Refugees and Forced Displacement in a Global Historical Perspective, 7 ECTS, N.N.

290063 SE Migration and Population Dynamics in the Context of Global Change and Development I, 5 ECTS, Patrick Sakdapolrak

290064 UE Key Methods in Analysing Migration and Population Dynamics. In the Context of Global Change and Development I, 5 ECTS, Marion Borderon an Harald Sterly

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory